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700 Series

FIREFLY



MODELS

The Firefly is a part of our stackable collection. They 
are functional, flexible, strong, and versatile. The 
perfect solution for any environment. Available in 
8 variations. Options include chrome plated frame 
finish, upholstered back and or seat, mesh back, 
arm and armless, glides or casters.

Firefly 700
Black plastic seat, back, and arms.

Firefly 700 MUFST
Ergonomic Nebula mesh back 
and upholstered seat allows for 
maximum comfort. 

Firefly 700 UST
Black plastic back and upholstered seat.

Firefly 701-CH
The lack of armrests provides greater 
range in motion for multi-use functions.

Firefly 700 UPH
Upholstered seat and back for a 
comfortable sit.
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Stacks 10 chairs on a dolly and 6 high free 
standing. Comfortable arms. Waterfall seat design.  

Light and easy to move. Versatile collection.

FEATURES
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STEEL FRAME 
No fuss, sturdy frame with 
angled legs for strength 
and stability.

OPTIONAL CARPET 
CASTERS
For easy movement.

TRANSLUCENT 
ABLEX MESH
Allows for comfortable air 
circulation and dynamic 
ergonomic support.
 

WATERFALL SEAT DESIGN
To reduce muscle fatigue.

UPHOLSTERED SEAT
Optional upholstery provides 
a comfortable sit in any 
environment.

Firefly 700 MUFST-CA
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DIMENSIONS DISCLAIMER
Dimensions are subject to change without notice. 
Dimensions may have a variance of up to 0.5”.
Contact Nightingale if more precise measurements are needed. 

Made in a 100% waste free manufacturing facility.

ISO 14001 & ISO 9001 CERTIFIED
TB117-2013 COMPLIANT

TEXTILE DISCLAIMER
Nightingale only upholsters with top quality materials.

Nightingale recommends ordering product samples at 
www.nightingalechairs.com/textiles before final purchase to get a 
more accurate representation of color. However, due to slight variations 
in dye lots, there can be slight color variations to received product.

Nightingale has made every effort to represent the colors and textures 
of these textiles, vinyls and leathers as accurately as possible. However, 
we cannot guarantee 100% accuracy, due to variations that occur in the 
printing process.
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